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FIGURE 2.3 Most rocks are aggregates of two or more minerals.
Shown here is a hand sample of the igneous rock granite and three of
its major constituent minerals. (Photos by E. J. Tarbuck)

Properties of Protons,
Neutrons, and Electrons
Protons and neutrons are very dense particles with almost
identical masses. By contrast, electrons have a negligible
mass, about 1/2000th that of a proton. For comparison, if a
proton or a neutron had the mass of a baseball, an electron
would have the mass of a single grain of rice.

Both protons and electrons share a fundamental prop
erty called electrical charge. Protons have an electrical charge
of +1, and electrons have a charge of — 1. Neutrons, as the
name suggests, have no charge. The charge of protons and

electrons are equal in magnitude but oppo
site in polarity, so when these two parti

cles are paired, the charges cancel each
other. Since matter typically contains
equal numbers of positively charged
protons and negatively charged
electrons, most substances are
electrically neutral.

In illustrations, electrons are
sometimes shown orbiting the

nucleus in a manner that resembles the planets of our solar sys
tem orbiting the Sun (Figure 2.4A). However, electrons do not
actually behave this way. A more realistic depiction shows elec
trons as a cloud of negative charges surrounding a nucleus
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CONCEPT CHECK 2.1
0 List five characteristics that classify an Earth material as a

mineral.
Q Based on the definition of a mineral, which of the following

materials are not classified as minerals, and why: gold, water,
synthetic diamonds, ice, and wood.

Q Define the term rock. How do rocks differ from minerals?

Atoms: Building
Blocks of Minerals
When minerals are carefully examined, even under optical
microscopes, the innumerable tiny particles of their internal
structures are not discernable. Nevertheless, all matter,
including minerals, is composed of minute building blocks
called atoms—the smallest particles that cannot be chemically
split. Atoms in turn contain even smaller particles—protons and
neutrons located in a central nucleus that is surrounded by
electrons (Figure 2.4).

FIGURE 2.4 Two models of the atom. A. A very simplified view
of the atom. The central nucleus consists of protons and neutrons
encircled by high-speed electrons. B. This model of the atom shows
electron clouds (shells) surrounding a central nucleus. The nucleus
contains virtually all of the mass of the atom. The remainder of the
atom is the space in which the light, negatively charged electrons
reside. (The relative sizes of the nuclei shown are greatly
exaggerated.)
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